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• Parking options available
• Eco friendly
• Low maintenance
• Quiet residential road
• Private Garden
• 10 year warranty
• Ready to move into

Jersey Mews is an exclusive brand new boutique development of just four, two and three bedroom houses.

These bespoke homes offer luxury and comfort, boasting a contemporary design throughout. Each home at Jersey Mews

features sleek architectural designs, with clean lines, expansive windows and thoughtfully designed interiors. The open-plan

layout, seamlessly connects the living, dining, and kitchen areas, providing a versatile space for relaxation, entertainment, and

socialising. All homes feature a fully fitted kitchen, equipped with top of the line appliances and modern finishes, designed to

enhance your cooking experiences. With an emphasis on fluidity and flexibility, the extensive living areas are flooded in

natural light, creating a warm and inviting atmosphere. The private garden creates a perfect oasis, whether you're enjoying a

leisurely breakfast or hosting a summer barbecue with friends and family, the outdoor space offers endless opportunities for

relaxation and recreation.

**Photos are for illustration purposes**

Jersey Mews is conveniently located and offers easy access to central London via nearby train links. Commuters will

appreciate the convenience of being just a short journey away from central London with Boston Manor, Piccadilly Line and

West Ealing, Elizabeth Line accessible, allowing for seamless travel to work or leisure activities. Jersey Mews also benefits

from close proximity to Fielding Primary School, renowned for its commitment to academic excellence and nurturing

environment. With top-tier educational facilities just moments away, parents can rest assured that their children will receive

the best possible start in life. Discover a new standard of contemporary living at Jersey Mews, whether you're seeking a

stylish urban retreat or a family-friendly haven, these exceptional residences offer the perfect blend of luxury, comfort, and

convenience. Don't miss your opportunity to make Jersey Mews your new home.

£775,000
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Energy Rating: . We aim to make our particulars both

accurate and reliable. However they are not guaranteed;

nor do they form part of an offer or contract. If you require

clarification on any points then please contact us,

especially if you’re traveling some distance to view. Please

note that appliances and heating systems have not been

tested and therefore no warranties can be given as to their

good working order.


